
Introducing a machine that has essentially 
transformed how concrete is laid down.

The Striker tube spins in the opposite direction of travel, creating a positive grasp of friction between the 
concrete and the underside of the tube, effectively cutting surplus material which itself rolls ahead of the tube 
towards the point of delivery. The action of the tube against the surface produces a kneading effect which in 
turn consolidates the top mat to an effective depth of some 2 inches (5cm). The tube, itself, does not provide 
any vibration, having a positive effect of leaving the major aggregate close to the surface where it is needed 
to provide durability.

The Bunyan Striker

Speedcrete are proud to be the first suppliers to introduce the 
Bunyan Power Striker into the United Kingdom.
The Bunyan Striker roller screed is an ideal tool for accurate, rapid and 
effective levelling of concrete slabs, slopes, pathways & driveways.

Available in Petrol or Diesel 
powered options.



Bunyan Striker roller screed drive handle operates 
with our hydraulic power pack.

Cold End Operator handle connects 
to the Cold End Conehead.

The Bunyan Striker roller screed is operated by two people, the roller screed drive handle is connected to the 
hydraulic drive handle via a Hot End Conehead which plugs into the roller screed, (the operator on the ‘Hot 
End’ has control of the rotation of the screed via the controls). The Cold End Conehead is plugged into the roller 
at the opposite end to the Hot End and hooked onto the Cold End operator handle.

How does it work?

The Bunyan Striker

*The Bunyan hot end Conehead is a removable drive end fixture for the 
Bunyan screed tube. This allows the same end fixture to be used in a variety 
of tube lengths for economy and versatility in your Bunyan equipment.

*The Bunyan cold end Conehead is a removable 
non-drive end fixture for the Bunyan screed tube and 
is used in conjunction with the hot end Conehead.
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*All Roller Tubes supplied with a hired Bunyan Striker have Hot End and Cold End Coneheads already welded on. 
However Coneheads are available to purchase seperately for Bunyan Striker owners who require back-up parts for 
running onsite repairs during heavy usage. 



Engine:
Flow Rate:
Motor RPM:
Hose Length:
Max Screed Width:
Weight:

Petrol = Honda GX340 11HP    Diesel = Kubota OC95 8.5 HP
4 GPM at 2600 PSI

Petrol = 2,500 RPM    Diesel = 3,600 RPM
40ft
30ft

Petrol = 165kg    Diesel = 180kg

Specifications

Summary
Speedcrete can supply every component required to use the Bunyan Striker successfully. For slope work a 
specialised winch system can be purpose built for your requirements.

All Bunyan Strikers come with the Roller Tube as part of the rental, all of the products shown in this document 
can also be purchased as new, so feel free to email: sales@speedcrete.co.uk or give us a call by calling a mem-
ber of the team, (see contact numbers below) we will be happy to advise the best solution for you and answer 
any questions you may have.  
Speedcrete also have a used equipment section online where ex-hire Bunyan Strikers can be purchased at a 
competitive rate with a guarantee. Speedcrete also make available the workshops and skilled staff in our 
strategically positioned depots covering the UK for paid maintenance if you require our service in the future we 
are here for you.

www.speedcrete.co.uk
Sales@speedcrete.co.uk

Salisbury: 01722 416 196  Glasgow: 0141 849 0077  Stafford: 01785 332 891  Norfolk: 01553 829530


